Bust Out Boston!
A Celebration of Womxn in Music: September 19–23 at The Burren
To honor and promote the range of amazing, talented womxn who perform in the Boston music
scene, Bust Out Boston presents its first annual music festival at The Burren in Somerville,
Massachusetts, from September 19–23.
Featuring a range of diverse musicians and genres, Bust Out Boston will host established artists
such as Melissa Ferrick and Devil’s Twins, along with emerging acts like Oompa, Lily Black, and
Shepherdess over the course of five days: Wednesday evening, Thursday evening in
conjunction with WUMB, Friday night, and Saturday and Sunday days and nights.
Why We Perform
Music has always been an agent for change—a way for individuals and communities
experiencing injustice to find their voice, speak out, and gain the recognition and understanding
they deserve.
In a time of #metoo and Donald Trump, when women find themselves at once being heard, yet
also experiencing the threat of suppression and the reversal of rights—the very real threat of
moving backwards— the female-identifying community needs to throw the switch on their
amplifiers and get louder. Bust Out Boston is a five-day music series that showcases women
doing just that—sharing their hearts, stories, and passion through song.
Who We Are
Bust Out Boston is a group of musicians, artists, and promoters dedicated to women,
marginalized gender identities, and gender non-conforming artists having a voice and exploring
their art. The sound of Boston has always been dominated by fierce, strong, and talented
women. This series intends to honor this legacy of talent while promoting inclusivity,
celebrating the diverse genres of music this city has to offer, and shattering the status quo.
Learn More
For a full list and schedule of participating acts and sponsors, visit BustOutBoston.com.
Social Media
Twitter: @BustOutBoston
Instagram: @BustOutBoston
Facebook.com/BustOutBoston
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ericamantone@gmail.com

